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With the development of Internet of things, the number of radio frequency identification (RFID) network readers and tags increases
very fast. Large-scale application of RFID networks requires that RFID middleware system can process a large amount of data
efficiently, with load-balancing, efficient redundant data elimination, andWeb service capabilities so that required information can
be transmitted to applications with low overhead and transparency. In view of these objectives and taking especially advantages of
virtualization and transparency of Cloud computing, this paper introduces an advanced RFID middleware management system
(ARMMS) over Cloud computing, which provides equipment management, RFID tag information management, application
level event (ALE) management, and Web service APIs and related functions. ARMMS has different focuses than existing RFID
middleware in distributed design, data filtering, integrated load balance, and Web service APIs and designs all these over Cloud.
The distributed architecture can support large-scale applications, integrated load-balancing strategy guarantees stability and high
performance of the system, and layered and parallel redundancy data elimination scheme makes sure that needed information
is transmitted to application level with low overhead; Web service APIs support cross-platform information processing with
transparency to lower level RFID hardware.

1. Introduction

Radio frequency identification (RFID) middleware plays an
intermediary role between systems. Therefore, the upper-
layer applications can add and delete contents or even
be replaced by other software without the need to make
any changes to the middleware; similarly, the underlying
types of RFID readers can increase and decrease its various
hardware and software operations; the upper layer does not
need to make any changes. Therefore, RFID middleware can
eliminate the need of many tomany connections and reduces
operating costs.

Figure 1 provides an overview of EPCglobal standards
architecture, EPC information service (EPCIS), application
level event (ALE), discovery configuration and installation
(DCI), and reader management (RM) that are very much
related in this paper.

As shown in Figure 2, the EPC system has several impor-
tant components: readers, middleware, EPCIS, andONS.The
reader identifies and reads tags.Themiddleware processes all

the information in tags and manages the information. The
information aftermiddleware processing is sent to the EPCIS.
The EPCIS can share the information over the Internet.
Finally, the object naming service (ONS) sends other tag
requests to EPCIS [1]. The RFID middleware also has several
fundamental functions, including data filtering, counting and
aggregation of tag data, and handling the huge quantity of
data generated by the RFID system [1, 2]. When facing a huge
amount of data, load balance among different middleware
(their hosts) is very important to keep high performance
and reliability of the system [3]. Additionally, providing Web
service is a way to support large-scale applications and a
convenient way for management.

Figure 3 shows a possible organization of a physical RFID
network.

When designing an RFID middleware solution, the fol-
lowing issues need to be considered [1, 2].

(a) Multiple types of hardware and vendors support: the
middleware must provide a common interface to
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access different kinds of hardware by one or more
vendors.

(b) Real-time handling of incoming data from the RFID
readers: the middleware should handle the huge
amount of data captured by the connected readers in
real time without read misses.

(c) Interfacing with multiple applications: the middle-
ware should be capable of interacting with multi-
ple applications simultaneously, by catering to all
the requirements of the applications with minimal
latency.

Central manager
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Figure 3: A networking example of RFID networks.

(d) Device neutral interface to the applications: the appli-
cation developer should only use the generic set of
interfaces provided by the middleware independently
of the type of hardware connected to the system.

(e) Scalability: the middleware design must allow easy
integration of new hardware and data processing
features. This needs distributed design and an open
system to adapt to change.

(f) International standards compliant: the middleware
design should follow international standards such as
EPCglobal so that other related RFID hardware and
software can also comply to the standards to make
networking easier.
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In view of these and taking especially advantages of vir-
tualization and transparency of Cloud computing, this paper
introduces an advanced RFID middleware management
system (ARMMS) over Cloud computing, which provides
equipment management, RFID tag information manage-
ment, application level event (ALE) management, and Web
service APIs and related functions. ARMMS has different
focuses than existing RFIDmiddleware in distributed design,
data filtering, integrated load balance, and Web service APIs
over Cloud.

Major contributions of this paper include

(1) proposing an RFID middleware architecture over
Cloud computing including live migration;

(2) proposing a layered and parallel redundant data
removal mechanism;

(3) introducing an integrated load-balance mechanism
for RFID middleware;

(4) introducing Web service APIs to support cross-
platform operation and information processing to
improve transparency of RFID middleware to lower
level hardware and software.

The rest of this work is organized as follows: Section 2
describes the related works on RFID networks and mid-
dleware design. Section 3 presents detailed features and
implementation of our proposed RFID middleware system.
Section 4 provides performance evaluation of proposedRFID
middleware. Conclusions and future works are finally drawn
in Section 5.

2. Related Research

In this section, we mainly introduce related researches on
general introduction, related standards, redundancy removal,
and load balance of RFID middleware design. There are
several surveys in the literature [3, 5–8] that propose system
taxonomies and major development in RFID middleware.
General introduction of RFID technology and middleware
is provided in [7–10]. Reference [5] presents a taxonomy for
RFID system. There are many researches on standardization
of the RFID middleware system. Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT) proposes EPCglobal standards. Many
researchers have proposed various extensions based on the
standards and implementation methods, such as in [11–13]
which focus on an RFIDmiddleware information addressing.
Reference [14] is about Class 1 General 2 UHF air interface
protocol. Reference [4, 15] introduces EPCglobal, EPCglobal
ALE middleware design standards, ALE middleware, and
messaging and device management standards.

There are many researches on RFID middleware design.
Reference [16] studies RFIDmiddleware for distributed large-
scale systems. Reference [17] reviews the state-of-art RFID
middleware. Reference [3] discusses the application require-
ments and RFID constraints for middleware. Reference [6]
introduces the basics of RFID networks and middleware
including Savant, WinRFID, IBM WebSphere RFID middle-
ware, Sun Java RFID system, and FlexRFID with a focus on

security, privacy, and business rules. Reference [18] presents
a lightweight RFID middleware design (through temporary
database implementation). Reference [19] introduces a mid-
dleware called WinRFID. Reference [20] shows the behavior
and performance of message-oriented middleware system.

Some researches on redundant data removal are as
follows. Reference [21] introduces a mechanism filtering
redundant data in large-scale applications of RFID inventory.
Reference [22] proposes an efficient filtering algorithm CLIF,
for the detection and elimination of redundant data within
a network. Reference [23] defines the EPC global standard
of RFID tag data and proposed in-network phased filtering
mechanisms (INPFM). Reference [24] proposes an adaptive
RFID data-smoothing filter SMURF. Reference [25] intro-
duces tuning approach in data filtering to reduce energy
consumption in wireless sensor networks. Reference [26]
presents an energy-efficient in-network RFID data filtering
scheme in wireless sensor networks that has better perfor-
mance regarding computational and communication costs
than INPFM and CLIF. Tian et al. [27] present a parallel
method to redundancy data elimination in RFID networks by
applying MapReduce and Hadoop cluster in Cloud comput-
ing. INPFM and CLIF eliminate duplicated data during tags
transmission phase. INPFM filters duplicated data at 𝑘 hop
distance. As pointed out in [26], several problems still exist by
applying INPFMorCLIF. Problems include that computation
cost is high, duplicate transmission cost is high, and inducing
large delays when the total number of tags increase. EIFS [26]
is claimed to have better performance than INPFM and CLIF
regarding computational and communication cost; however,
it can just eliminate about 80% of all redundancy, which may
still be a problem for upper layer applications. Another issue
for EIFS is that it just simulated a small number of tags (max
500 tags). In this paper, we propose a parallel method for
redundancy elimination, which can remove 100% redundant
data for large scale of data up to 100 million.

Many researches on load balance of RFID middleware
have been conducted. Reference [28] introduces a number of
RFID tag-based middleware load-balancing strategies which
are good for all middleware and their hosting servers which
have same configuration (homogenous case). Reference [29]
introduces a distributed and agent-based design of load
balance system for RFID middleware, which applies mobile
and stationary agents to gather information and execute
load balancing. Reference [1] proposes a grid-based load-
balancing mechanism for RFID middleware applications,
which incorporates functional modules buffer management
and load balancing management over a grid networking
platform, to buffer the read data and share the middle-
ware loading, and compared the processing time and the
packet lost ratio to the existing methods. Reference [30]
introduces a centralized method for load-balancing method
using connection pool in RFID middleware. Reference [31]
introduces a dynamic load balancing approach based on the
standard RFIDmiddleware architecture by considering inter-
dependencies due to RFID readers in contrast to most of
the existing approaches where independencies are assumed
among jobs. Reference [32] introduces a framework to
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Figure 4: Proposed ARMMS middleware architecture.

dynamic and integrated load balancing for RFIDmiddleware
by considering heterogeneous configuration and multiple
factors such as CPU and memory of middleware hosting
servers.

3. Architecture and Features of Proposed
RFID Middleware

Figure 4 shows proposed ARMMS middleware architecture
based onCloud computing.TheARMMSmiddleware system
can be built based on Cloud computing. Especially for
the load balance, hosting servers can be set up on virtual
machines which can bring benefits to allocation, migration,
and security; for redundancy removal, layered mechanism
and parallel processing of MapReduce in Cloud computing
can be applied; for Web service (APIs), dynamic web serving
based on elastic Cloud computing can be applied. We will
introduce these features in detail in the following section.

ARMMS has a very clear hierarchy from bottom to up
as shown in Figure 5: Reader API Interface, Edge servers,
RFID middleware manager/ALE server, middleware API,
and RFID applications. In the following, these five layers are
introduced briefly.

RFID Reader APIs. Different RFID readers should provide
related APIs tomiddleware system to access so that functions
such as equipment management, data filtering and aggrega-
tion, snd load-balance, can be conducted.

Edge Server. The main function of an Edge server is to
run a single middleware software, directly manage readers
by calling their APIs, acquire tag data sent by readers,
and execute preliminary tag filtering algorithm to filter out
redundant tag data generated by a reader.
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Figure 5: The structure of ARMMS.

Middleware Manager/ALE Server. Middleware manager/ALE
server is primarily responsible for a single middleware soft-
ware management on an Edge server according to the host
load.

Information Management Module. Providing related dis-
tributed messaging queues for several applications to achieve
asynchronous communication. The application may not be
only on one machine but can be on different machines in a
local area network. Figure 6 shows messaging mechanism in
distributed ARMMS.

Middleware API Module. According to EPCglobal APIs,
this module provides basic API operations including ALE
events manipulation and information checking operations.
Meanwhile, the visual management tools may also include
a hierarchy of the visual management tools, mainly for
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providing more convenient modification and configuration
of the middleware.

RFID Applications. Upper layer applications can interface
with ARMMS middleware system to provide different ser-
vice.

3.1. Edge Server Design. Edge server is made up of two
types of backend applications, RFID Edge server and Mon-
itor process. RFIDEdgeserver is responsible for providing
message queues and collecting and distributing messages.
An Edge server runs only one RFID Edge server process.
Monitor backend process is the only object calls a specific
RFID device API, one per type of RFID device. It uses an
internal communication protocol to communicatewithRFID
Edge server. For a specific type of RFID device, a monitor
process should be implemented. So, if we want to extend this
middleware system to support a new type of RFID device,
we should implement a new monitor process with the new
device’s API and internal communication protocol. Figure 7
shows the structure of proposed Edge server.

The main function of the monitor backend process
includes the following.

(1) Calling the corresponding RFID devices’ API and
obtaining the tag data in the reading range.

(2) Monitoring the RFID devices connected with Edge
server in real time and sending the error reports to
Center Node (management center).

(3) Sending TagDetected message to the RFID Edge
server process when a tag data is arrived.

RFID devices from different manufactures apply different
API calling mechanisms. If middleware system calls the
API directly, the scaling ability will undoubtedly become
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Figure 7: Structure of proposed Edge server.

very poor. Applying support for new type of RFID device
will lead to recompiling the source code. Despite operation
mechanisms for reading andwriting varying fromone type of
device to another, it is easy to find that they obtain tag data in a
similar way. Edge server real-time tag algorithm is designed
for the hardware abstract layer and implementing first level
(reader level) redundant data elimination. We allocate a real-
time tag cache for each RFID device object in the monitor
thread, the real-time algorithm is responsible for assuring the
tag data in the cache is in the device reading/writing range.

3.2. ALE Server Design. The requirements of central man-
agement node are in ECSpec and formatted as xml doc-
ument. ALE server will transform the xml document to
ECSpec object in memory when it gets the ALE requirement
from central management node and initial an ECSpecUnit
object with data in ECSpec to handle the requirement. The
ECBoundarySpec part in ECSpec defines the ALE executing
arguments, like recycle reading time, reading trigger, and so
forth.TheECReportSpec part defines the report feeding back,
like tag filtering pattern, grouping pattern, and so forth. So,
the ECSpec is the only input in the ALE middleware system,
it includes all the arguments, which are needed in ALE
executing mechanism. There is a timer in the ECSpecUnit
object. ALE mechanism is all depending on this clock. The
ALE server flowchart is provided in Figure 8.

3.3. Central Management Node. The center node includes
backend process and soap process. Soap process is responsi-
ble for communicationwith the RFID applicationwho calling
the middleware API. The relevant standard is “ale 1 1 1-
standard-XML and SOAP bindings-20090313.” Backend pro-
cess is responsible for the load balance of the RFID device
connection to Edge server. The Edge server load balance
is shown in Figure 9 and will be explained in detail in
Section 3.5.
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3.4. Layered Redundant Elimination Mechanism. Figure 10
shows the data redundancy in RFID system, which can be
divided into the following categories.

3.4.1. Redundancy within a Reader. When the reader gets an
accurate reading of data to obtain object information on a tag,
multiple times of same tag information can be read within a
short period, so that redundant tags are generated.

3.4.2. Redundancy between Readers. Many readers are often
densely installed to cover the entire region, and these readers’
reading range may overlap with nearby readers (as shown in
Figure 10); when two or more adjacent readers read the same
tag information in the overlap region, redundant (repeating)
tags information can be obtained.

3.4.3. Redundancy between Different Logical Groups. Differ-
ent logical groups can be formed by functionality or location
differences. When two or more adjacent logical groups read
the same tag information in the overlap region, redundant
(repeating) tags information can be obtained. Redundancy of
a reader and between readers cannot be completely removed

because of locality view, this is shown as the redundancy elim-
ination percentage in [22, 23]. It needs a global elimination
by collecting all tag data after reader layer and logical layer
removal. To the best of our knowledge, there is no approach
proposed using MapReduce [33] for redundancy elimination
in RFID networks.This paper proposes a parallelMapReduce
method to the redundancy data elimination. MapReduce is
a programming model and can be applied to a cluster that
consists of a large number of machines. Parallel MapReduce
method can greatly increase the speed and efficiency of
eliminating redundancy. Figure 11 presents our proposed
MapReduce flowchart for redundancy elimination.

3.5. Dynamic and Integrated Load-Balancing Mechanism.
Workloads of RFID middleware can change from location to
location and can vary at different times. There is an urgent
need to provide dynamic and integrated load-balancing
solution to manage RFID network and serve upper layer
applications. In our proposed model, the Edge server load-
balancing module is responsible for monitoring the load on
the Edge server and dynamic adjusting connections between
Edge servers and RFID reader devices.
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Reference [28] defines an RFID network middleware
system, reader collection,middleware collection, reader load,
and middleware load as shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 11: Proposed MapReduce flowchart.

(b) 𝑊𝐿
𝑅
[𝑟]: the amount of tags handled by the reader,

representing the load of a reader.
(c) 𝑊𝐿

𝑀
[𝑚
𝑖
]: the amount of tags handled bymiddleware

𝑚
𝑖
.

(d) 𝑊𝐿𝑈
𝑀
[𝑚
𝑖
] and 𝑊𝐿𝐿

𝑀
[𝑚
𝑖
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load limits of middleware𝑚
𝑖
, respectively.
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Load-balancing strategy in [28] is to always choose the
most overloaded middleware to migrate. During a certain
period, relocation always migrates one or more readers on
themost loadedmiddleware to least loadedmiddleware.This
strategy is suitable for the situation that all middleware have
the same configuration (homogenous case). This does not
work for the case that middleware is not configured as the
same. The configuration of middleware depends on CPU,
memory, network bandwidth, and so forth, of their hosts.
Therefore, we design a new strategy to consider the case
that all middleware may not have the same configuration
(heterogeneous case), with focus on dynamic and integrated
load balancing.

(1) Average utilization of CPU and memory of each
middleware:

CPU 𝑚
𝑖
=
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(3) Average imbalance level of host servers equals to the
sum of imbalance levels of all servers divided by the
number of hosting servers:
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averageCPUutilization of all host servers, AVG 𝑚 ismemory
utilization of all host servers, SpeC 𝑚

𝑖
is CPU configuration

of host server𝑚
𝑖
, for example, the number of CPU cores and

CPU frequencies, and SpeM 𝑚
𝑖
is memory configuration of

host server𝑚
𝑖
. CPU 𝑚𝑈

𝑖
is CPU utilization of host server𝑚

𝑖

with full load, and Mem 𝑚𝑈
𝑖
is memory utilization of host

server 𝑚
𝑖
with full load. CPU 𝑏 is CPU utilization of the

middleware itself, and Mem 𝑏 is memory utilization of the
middleware itself.

Integrated load balance considers factors including CPU
utilization, memory utilization, and network bandwidth uti-
lization, which can be expanded.

Allocation Policy.When there are new readers to add, it always
chooses the middleware with lowest integrated load L M to
connect.

Reallocation (Migration) Policy. This mainly considers over-
loaded circumstance and chooses an overloaded middleware
for migration. It needs to quantify how many readers to
migration, at the same time to reduce the number of migra-
tions to avoid system oscillation. Therefore, always migrate
readers in the middleware with highest integrated load to
the middleware with lowest integrated load until all load-
balance thresholds (metrics) are met. In the migration, we
take full advantages of live virtualization technology in Cloud
computing. Migration of a virtual machine is simply moving
the VM running on a physical machine (let us call it host
Edge server) to another physical machine (let us call it target
node). The key of live migration is that it does not disrupt
any active network connections even after the VM is moved
to the target node. Virtualization has other advantages such as
running multiple applications on one Edge server, providing
security and isolation to different applications, rapidly adjust
resource allocation, and be transparent to applications with-
out downtime. Figure 13 shows live migration of middleware
by virtual machines.

Through extensive numerical examples, we find that this
dynamic and integrated load-balancing mechanism achieves
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Figure 14: Logical view of RFID readers.

Figure 15: Physical RFID readers.

lower average and a total imbalance level than traditional
load-balancing strategies such as Round-robin and the one
introduced in [1, 28].

3.6. Web Service APIs. In order to provide convenient man-
agement and service, Web service APIs are necessary. It has
an interface described in a machine-processing format (e.g.,
WSDL format). Other systems can interact with the Web
service APIs in a manner prescribed by description using
messages, conveyed using HTTP with an XML serialization.

4. Performance Evaluation

4.1. General Information and Web APIs. Figures 14 and 15
show the logical view and physical view of readers, respec-
tively; Figure 16 presents tag data information management,
Figure 17 forALEmanagement, and Figure 18 forWeb service
APIs.

4.2. Load Balance. For the performance evaluation, we have
the following configuration: Edge server 𝐴 has one reader
with process rate of 1500 tags/second; Edge server 𝐵 has two
readers, both with process rate 2000 tags/second; Edge server
𝐶 has three readers with process rate 5000 tags/second; Edge
server 𝐷 has one reader with process rate 6000 tags/second.
Table 1 also provides the configuration of host Edge servers
including CPU in Ghz, memory (MEM) in GB; the upper
bound (UB) of utilization of CPU (UB) and MEM (UB); and
𝑊𝐿
𝑈

𝑀
[𝑚
𝑖
] for each host Edge servers. Table 2 is the CPU and

Figure 16: Tag data information.

Figure 17: ALE management.

MEMutilization information of four host Edge servers before
load balancing. Table 3 provides CPU and MEM utilization
results comparison between ARRMS and the method in [28].
It can be observed that ARRMS has better integrated load
balance for both CPU andmemory in host Edge servers since
it considers CPU and memory integrated.

4.3. Redundancy Elimination and Others. Table 4 shows the
data format of an RFID tag: Device ID (2 bits) represents
the identification of the device, EPC code (28 bits) is for
tag content, and Timestamp (14 bits) records date and time
information of a tag.

Taking a tag “003000C2001602200001457FFC000420110
627172133” as an example:

(i) bit 0-1-00 is the device number of a tag, which has
length 2;

(ii) bit 2-29-3000C2001602200001457FFC0004 are tag’s
EPC code, whose length is 28 bits;

(iii) bit 30-43-20110627172133 is the information of times-
tamp of a tag, 20110627 is the date, 172133 is the time,
and the length of the time is 14 bits.

First, we define data redundancy based on the following
RFID data model [25]: when a reader reads a tag, the
following data can be read: EPC (EPC code), reader (reader
ID), and timestamp (timestamp). When the reader reads two
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Figure 18: Some Web service APIs.

Table 1: The configuration of Edge servers.

Edge server CPU (GHz) MEM (GB) CPU (UB) MEM (UB) 𝑊𝐿
𝑈

𝑀
[𝑚
𝑖
]

𝐴 1.5 1 0.7 0.7 5000
𝐵 2 1.5 0.7 0.7 10000
𝐶 2.5 2 0.7 0.7 20000
𝐷 3 2.5 0.7 0.7 30000

Table 2: Utilization information before load balancing.

Edge server CPU utilization (%) MEM utilization (%)
𝐴 34 37
𝐵 42 46
𝐶 70 78
𝐷 26 28

labels (Label 𝐴 and Label 𝐵), if all of the following three
conditions are satisfied, it can be said that these two labels
are repeated data (tags), that is redundant data [4]:

Label 𝐴: EPC𝐴, reader 𝐴, and timestamp 𝐴;

Label 𝐵: EPC𝐵, reader 𝐵, and timestamp 𝐵.

(1) EPC codes are the same, that is EPC𝐴 = EPC𝐵.
(2) Reader 𝐴 and Reader 𝐵 are the same.
(3) The difference between Timestamp 𝐴 and

Timestamp 𝐵 is less than constant 𝑇, which
may be 10 milliseconds, for example. Figure 19
provides an example using MapReduce.

The process of parallel MapReduce redundancy data
elimination can be summarized as follows (see [27] for more
details).

(1) In Map phase, the data structure Tag consists of
three variables: Reader ID, EPC, and Timestamp.
According to the definition of tag redundancy, if two
tags are redundant, their Reader IDs and EPC codes
must be the same, and if one of them is different, the
two tags are not redundant tags. Input RFID tags are
divided into different blocks and assigned to hosts of
Hadoop clusters. Reader ID and EPC codes are Keys
and timestamps are outputs as Values to form (Key,
Value) pairs inMapReducemodel. In this case, that is,
Key is (Reader ID + EPC), while Value is Timestamp.

(2) After simple sorting based on theKey,Map (mapping)
outputs of each host are transferred to Reduce.

(3) Reduce stage: based on outputs of Map stage, it
compares values of each group of Key Value (calling
time comparison function), and if they are less than
constants 𝑇 (predefined), they are redundant and
should be removed, then Reduce removes the redun-
dancies and obtains an output and repeats doing this
until all inputs are proceeded. Notice that there may
be multiple workers (servers) that work paralleled in
Map and Reduce stages.

(4) Working nodes (hosts) in MapReduce cluster sum-
marize Key, Value pairs of other hosts processed by
Reduce and output them according to the original tag
format.
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Table 3: Utilization information after applying our load-balancing mechanism and method in [28].

Edge server CPU (%) [28] MEM (%) [28] CPU (%) ARRMS MEM (%) ARRMS
𝐴 34.0 37.0 34.0 37.0
𝐵 82.0 91.0 42.0 46.0
𝐶 50.0 55.0 50.0 55.0
𝐷 26.0 28.0 39.0 43.0
𝐿 𝑀 0.12 0.01
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Figure 19: Redundancy elimination example using MapReduce.

Table 4: Data format of an RFID tag.

Field Device ID EPC code Timestamp
Bits 2 28 14

As for evaluation, set the total number of RFID tags is 𝑆,
the redundancy ratio is 𝑃

𝑑
and redundant tags are randomly

generated following EPC data format (32 bits currently), as
shown in Table 4 where total number of tags varying from
30 to 45 million and Cluster size means the number of host
servers used in Hadoop MapReduce. From Table 5, we can
see that the larger the number of tags and the MapReduce
cluster size is, the bigger the difference of time spent on
redundancy elimination is. As the number of tags increases
(above 50000), MapReduce begins to show the advantages
of scalability. The proposed method can be applied to large
scale RFID applications such as supermarkets and other
areas conveniently. The reason that Hadoop cluster can
remove 100% redundant data for large-scale of data up to 100
million lies in that it is a centralized redundancy elimination
mechanism and it can take all redundancy information into
consideration.

Figure 20 also shows tag lost ratio comparison from
simulation results, where connection pool is obtained using
the method in [30] and Agent is obtained, applying by
method in [29]. In the simulation, the total number of
readers is fixed as 30 but with varying the total number of
middleware: 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10.The tag information generation
rate is 50 tags/sec, and the time for a middleware to process a
tag information is 2 microseconds, and the total test length
of each run is 15 minutes, and our results are the average
of six runs. Figure 21 also provides average process time
comparison for the same total amount of tags. Similar results
are obtained in other cases, because of page limit, those results
are not provided here.
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Figure 20: Tag lost ratio comparison.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, a distributed and messaging RFID middleware
design is proposed. ARMMS provides equipment manage-
ment, RFID tag information management, application level
event (ALE) management, and Web service APIs, and so
forth, functions. For the equipment management, ARMMS
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Table 5: Times spent for Hadoop cluster to eliminate redundancy.

Number of tags Cluster size
1 server 2 servers 3 servers 4 servers 10 servers 15 servers 20 servers

30 4 sec 7 sec 7 sec 7 sec 7 sec 7 sec 7 sec
50000 5 sec 8 sec 7 sec 7 sec 4 sec 2 sec 1 sec
500000 16 sec 18 sec 14 sec 12 sec 6 sec 3 sec 2 sec
1.2 million 33 sec 24 sec 22 sec 19 sec 10 sec 6 sec 3 sec
45 million 52min 48min 42min 41min 21min 11min 5min
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Figure 21: Average process time comparison.

provides real-time monitoring and load balancing of multi-
site RFID devices also logical grouping of RFID readers.
For tag information management, it provides filtering and
statistical reports. ARMMS also provides Web service APIs
based on EPCglobal standards. We are conducting more
experimental tests and comparing different load-balancing
strategies with proposed one. There are still several research
directions awaiting further investigation.

(1) Considering distributed redundancy data elimina-
tion: when facing large-scale distributed applications,
distributed redundancy data elimination other than
parallel method should be investigated further, and
elimination efficiency should be quantitatively eval-
uated.

(2) Considering real-time data allocation and evaluating
further live migration costs and load balancing: real-
time data allocation among different middleware
(host Edge servers) causes a new challenge for load

balance and should be considered further. Also, the
live migration costs in time and other respects should
be included to provide a complete view for load bal-
ance so that decisionmakers can have comprehensive
information.

(3) Providing more comparative results against exist-
ing methods: currently, there is still difficulty to
repeat some of the existing methods such as in [1],
where experimental details are not provided. We
need repeating their algorithms and configuration so
that more comparative scienarios and results can be
obtained.
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